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RESULTS
START WITH

RESEARCH.
Research revealed that in the American V-Twin motorcycle market,
Harley Davidson is perceived like the 800 lbs. gorilla. But if you ask
motorcycle riders, Harley is a “poorly engineered” elephant in the room.
“heritage as an excuse for weak performance.” As a challenger brand,
Victory Motorcycles is known for premium performance for riders-inthe-know. When they partnered with Tattoo Projects, we illuminated
that they can simultaneously speak to both the advanced engineering
and the visceral experience of riding a Victory Motorcycle. Allowing
them to grow their rider base through new riders and experienced riders.
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“WOW—A
HEAVYWEIGHT CAN
ACTUALLY DO THAT?!”
Riders sat up and felt the performance position we took in the 2014 Victory TV spot, where we dared to
drift a heavyweight V-twin. Something once reserved for stunt people on stunt bikes, was now the standard
performance benchmark from one of Victory’s largest motorcycles. The insight for this spot was based on the
research that although riders appreciate the stats about engine size and performance, they are a secondary factor
in the motorcycle purchase process after feelings of exhilaration, camaraderie, and that sense of clarity.

AD S :
P R I N T D ES I GN
“INSIDE”
S ca n t o Vie w

2015 VICTORY
CROSS COUNTRY
21,199

*MSRP

STARTING AT

$

victorymotorcycles.com

Victory and Victory Motorcycles® are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries Inc. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing and obey the speed limit.
Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. ©2014 Polaris Industries Inc. *MSRP is the Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price.
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From fullspeed emails
to a wellengineered
sales manual.

Based on the research-driven insight that heritage brands had lost the trust of riders looking for performance, our first official
email on behalf of Victory Motorcycles declared our powerful engineering advantage.

Truth be told the Victory and Tattoo Projects story doesn’t start with national campaigns, rather
emails and sales sheets. So why risk losing momentum telling this chapter of the story? Because in a
sales-driven industry, marketing officers respect that without sales there isn’t an advertising budget.
Commercials drive branding. Sales sheets and promotional materials drive quarterly revenue. So when
you’re the agency looking to pitch big TV campaigns and rebrand the entire company, it pays to
keep a vigilant eye on the current promotional materials. Here’s a snapshot of the campaigns we
executed as “bridge” work during the AOR transition.

B RANDING:
E M A IL DESIGN

B R A N DIN G :
W E B S IT E DES IG N

Website updates kept pace with email marketing, not only challenging the
competition, but the the riders themselves. Where other brands begged for riders,
we challenged them to step-up and throw their leg over a superior motorcycle.
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Promotion Highlight:

Hero’s Metal
As momentum built, it was time to set our sights on
a strategic destination and make some noise with the
most important audience in the America. Motorcycle
ridership is significantly higher amongst active
and retired military than any other segment of the
population. By comparison, 16% of the Army rides a
motorcycle; the national average is 8%, meaning that
by attracting military members with a minimal yet
focused budget, we can disproportionately improve
sales. With that insight, we developed the Hero’s Metal
Promotion. An evergreen savings opportunity for all
service members, including police and fire fighters.
The promotion was never pitched as a discount, rather
an honor for Victory to offer service members, plus it
could be added to any other promotion. Because for the
people who serve, it was our privilege to serve.

B R A N DIN G :
PR IN T A Ds

At this point in the story, Tattoo Projects had
delivered more than 119 million impressions
on a media spend of $4 million. Victory was
now known by experienced and new riders.
Victory’s earning’s report show a motorcycle
sales increase of 50% and a parts, gears, and
accessories sales increase of 21%. But we were
just getting started.
Now that the partnership’s initial push is
understood, the rest of this journey is
organized by chapters that detail specific
categories of our services. Events and
motorcycles. Branding and dealer shows.
Promotions. Sales floor support. Each
department had its own contact and
objectives. We were tasked with making sure
they all aligned from a messaging, branding,
and insight perspective.

AND
LL OWN ONE.
RIDE ONE YOU’

2014 Cross Country - Suede Titanium Metallic ®

To The braVe heroeS who proTeCT and SerVe
our CounTry, we’d like To Show our appreCiaTion.

Results
and a
Case
Study
Pit Stop.

iT’S an honor To giVe you $1000 off any
ViCTory bike, aS ThankS for your SerViCe.

ViSiT ViCToryMoTorCyCleS.CoM/heroSMeTal for deTailS.
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Events and Motorcycle Launches:
Motorcycle events like Sturgis and Daytona are integral parts of the motorcycle community and also serve as annual
milestones for motorcycle product lifecycle. Since the crowds and press are already there, it’s at these events that
brands unveil new motorcycles or initiatives. This is convenient for them, a massive creative and logistical undertaking for
Victory and Tattoo Projects.

GUNNY
“Who wants to go on a Victory ride?!!!!!?” Bellowing out
of the mouth of Gunny, it’s not so much a question, as it
is a command. And when the drill sergeant from Full Metal
Jacket invites you to ride the newest Victory motorcycles,
even the roughest motorcycle clubs and staunchest Harley
riders eagerly obey the order, and gladly demoed a Victory
motorcycle. Gunny was just one part of a Sturgis event
that Tattoo Projects planned and executed for Victory
Motorcycles with the purpose of getting butts in seats.
Sleeves rolled up, boots on the ground, the agency didn’t
just concept and design the two-week event program for
the “Ride to Victory”, they organized and executed on-site

STURGIS &
THE NESS
REVEAL
BUTTS IN SEATS EQUALS MORE BIKES SOLD.
Stunt men. Promo women. Virtual reality. Swag. It’s nice to have, but it’s all marketing fluff. Research revealed
an insight that was surprisingly obvious. Through all the music, all the food, the giveaways, contests, and the
cosmetically augmented promotional women, the most effective tactic to enhance a motorcycle brand is to
get someone to demo a bike. Proving that although motorcycling lifestyle is a powerful draw, the product
drives the perception. So while Harley and Honda overspent on motorcycle lifestyle marketing, we got
everyone’s favorite drill sergeant to put the industry in-line to ride with us.

as event staff. Tattoo Projects preaches and practices that if
the client buys off on a concept, IT MUST GET DONE.
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NESS REVEAL

Two weeks.
Full-throttle
event
schedule.

Tattoo Projects promoted, organized, and performed crowd control when Victory revealed their newest
motorcycle designed by Arlen and Corey Ness. Throngs of gear heads showed up looking to get a closer
look, stood in line to throw a leg over, and get their butts in the seat.

TAT T O O T U E S D AY

The agency organized a full day of free tattoos for anyone willing to wait. From finding the celebrity
tattoo artists to sterilization tools to filling out liability releases, the agency made it happen. Now guess
where everyone sat while getting a tattoo, that’s right, butts in seats.

W I L D W E S T W E D N E S D AY

A mechanical bull customized with a Victory motorcycle seat and handlebars was trucked into the event.
When the client doubted a mechanical bull would be delivered on time, the Tattoo Projects’ creative
directors responded confidently, “We have a mechanical bull guy.” During the event, the mechanical bull
driver may have been a little rougher with the riders wearing Harley gear. Most importantly, everyone
that came was waiting in line to put their butt in the seat of a Victory.

T H R O W D O W N T H U R S D AY

Tattoo Projects pulled off a 1-on-1 arm wrestling tournament. Tattoo’s responsibility ranged, from
signage and promotion to judging and keeping the peace. As the event drew a crowd, guess where they
sat? Butts in seats.

F U E L U P F R I D AY

This double feature event promoted free breakfast in the morning and free gas in the afternoon. Both
events attracted lines that ran out of Victory’s booth and started encroaching onto Harley’s booth. By
themselves, each of these events was a good ol’ time. Together they purposefully orchestrated a plan
to attract thousands of American V-Twin riders to a booth filled where there were few chairs, and many
more Victory motorcycles. So if they wanted to sit down, their butts were on Victory seats.

T H E V- S PA :
N E V E R U N D E R E S T I M AT E A F E M A L E M O T O R C YC L E R I D E R

Sturgis comes off as a testosterone fueled event of outlaws. In fact, of the nearly one million attendees,
44% are woman with a household income exceeding $75k. So Tattoo Projects recommended something
specifically for the ladies. The V-Spa was open every day for women to get a manicure and pedicure in
colors specific to Victory’s premium line of custom paint. We not only created an oasis of calm in a
motorcycle rally, we sourced and managed the nail polish company that made the nail polish match
the motorcycles perfectly. And guess where they sat while getting pampered? That’s right. We got
butts in seats.
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S C A N TO WATC H
F U L L VIDEO

CHICAGO

INTERNATIONAL
MOTORCYCLE
SHOW

LAUNCHING THE FASTEST SELLING MOTORCYCLE IN VICTORY HISTORY.

Two days in February. Six feet of snow. 12 degrees below zero. Those were the conditions in Chicago,

Tattoo Projects in-house production crew was there with cameras to record the whole event and amplify the

where Tattoo Projects heated up Victory Gunner sales. Now this wasn’t an ordinary launch. The Gunner is

suspense. Then the doors burst open, and the bass kicked. Tattoo Projects hired the Chicago Bears drumline to

a modern bobber. Or if you don’t speak in motorcycle slang, the Gunner is the engineering embodiment

light up the trade show with rhythm. Equipped with black motorcycle leathers, helmets, bass drums, kicks, and

of the Victroy brand. Minimalist styling. Modern performance. No fluff. Scheduled to launch on the

snares, the drumline marched up and down the tradeshow. Promotional girls joined the march, heads turned,

second day of the show, Tattoo Projects used the first day to build suspense. We concepted, designed,

eyeballs followed, and hands clapped. Harley barely knew what hit them when the drumline stopped at their booth,

produced, and set up a 1,000 cubic foot pixelated box that blurred out the Gunner, similar to censored

cranked up the tempo, and attracted everyone out of their booth. Pulling everyone at the tradeshow to the Victory

images that obscure nudity. Promotional women wore shirts with the same pixelated message alerting

booth for the big reveal. When the blurred box lifted, the event team seamlessly distributed educational signage,

everyone in the show that something was going to be “revealed” at 2 PM the next day. Posters of

brochures, and spec sheets. Riders of all kinds lined up to throw a leg over Victory’s flagship bike. Victory’s booth

provocative scantily clad women sitting on a blurred-out motorcycle were circulated throughout

was full. Harley’s booth was empty. And Tattoo’s film crew was there to film the entire event. Six months later,

the show, specifically to people exiting the Harley booth. The following day, suspense was palpable.

when Victory announced that the Gunner became their fastest selling cruiser ever, no one was surprised. Because

An hour before the reveal, guests encircled the blurred-out motorcycle to ensure a good view.

we were all there on that blustery February day when Victory out trade-showed Harley, and hell literally froze over.
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DAYTONA
BIKE WEEK AND

MAGNUM X-1
LAUNCH

DE MO TRUCK

MOTORCYCLE SEASON STARTED FASTER AND LOUDER THAN USUAL.

Daytona Bike week doesn’t just mark the beginning of riding season, it leaves burnout marks in the memories of visitors. To
understand Daytona Bike Week, think of it like a top-fuel mixture of motorcycle spring break and Christmas. Riders from
across the country, drive, fly and ride in to have a good time. Victory and Tattoo Projects were there to get butts in seats.

E v ent Pl anni ng
CU S TOM FI T SHOP

Tattoo Projects designed and promoted A Victory Custom Fit Shop, where guests sat on a Victory Gunner and an
accessories expert adjusted the pegs, handlebars, seat, and mirrors — not just to the customers aesthetic preferences,
but to the best possible riding posture for the rider. By the time the guests’ butts got off the seat, they received a list of
their preferred accessories and a motorcycling sizing chart specific to their riding style. They also left with a favorable
opinion of Victory.

JAWS OF V I CTORY

While guests waited for the Custom Fit Shop, they entertained themselves on a claw arcade game filled with Victory
accessories and apparel. The only cost to play was their email address. Getting butts in seats was priority 1, bolstering their
marketing qualified lead generation program was priority 1A. Remember how our first project was an email blast? Never lose
sight of the transactional marketing details.

T HE DEMO T RUC K

If getting butts in stationary seats generates brand impressions, getting them moving at 50 MPH shifts brand perception
into a higher gear. So the entire experience purposefully directed people from the booth to the demo truck, where
visitors rode Victory’s greatest and latest motorcycles. The demo truck was wrapped in what can only be described as
Modern American Muscle.

Professional
Under Pressure
Forty-eight hours before the show, Victory informed Tattoo that our plans had a roadblock. The demo truck would be a
mile from their booth. Tattoo’s team of designers and production artists / cartographers created wall and pocket maps to
help visitors navigate the chaos that is Daytona Bike week and got them printed in time. Although it was last second, our
team swiftly delivered comprehensive branding and directional signage to ensure the customer’s experience between
the booth and the demo truck was seamless.
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THE MAGNUM X-1
LAUNCHING THE LOUDEST MOTORCYCLE EVER.
When Victory asked Tattoo Projects to help launch the Victory Magnum X-1 at Daytona, we all agreed it was time to turn
up the volume. The Magnum X-1 is equipped with 10-speakers that crank out 200 watts; it was the loudest stock bike
to roll out of a factory. This was not a butts in seats moment, this was an opportunity to kick ass with a concert. Tattoo
Projects designed posters that were wallpapered all over Daytona promoting that Victory and Godsmack were putting on
a concert at Full Moon Saloon. Digital press kits were released the night before along with VIP tickets for the press. The
event blew away expectations, guests that couldn’t get in waited outside the Full Moon Saloon. After several fans tried to
climb the barricades, all parties involved cooperated to lower the barricades. Allowing everyone on main street to enjoy
the concert. As if this was a movie, this was right when Godsmack started playing their smash hit 10,000 HP.

MARCH
GODSMACK

i

It was during that song when Victory unveiled the Magnum X-1 on stage. The music quieted, lights shined on the bike, and
the bass kicked in from the Magnum X-1’s sound system. The crowd erupted. This was one of those marketing moments
that couldn’t have been planned, but somehow all came together through dedication, diligence, and a raw passion for the
brand. For Victory Motorcycles and Tattoo Projects, Daytona and the Magnum X-1 launch didn’t just mark the beginning
of riding season. This was a 10,000 HP declaration that Victory was the American-motorcycle brand.

9FULLOMOON
CLOCK
SALOON

B R A N DIN G :
E VE N T CO L L AT E R A L
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MODERN

AMERICAN
MUSCLE
HOW TATTOO PROJECTS REBRANDED VICTORY MOTORCYCLES AT FULL SPEED.

DE A L E R A S S E T S :
PO P G R A PH ICS

MODERN

AMERICAN MUSCLE.

AMERICAN
MUSCLE
IS BUILT FOR THE LONG HAUL.

For half a year, Tattoo Projects extended Victory Motorcycles’ sales driven brand and tagline, “Ride One and You’ll Own One.” A
historically effective though unimaginative sales driven line that literally told sales floor associates what to tell the customers to get
them to demo a motorcycle. Now it was time to refine the tagline into a more potent branding fuel. Research and focus groups,
supported distilling the heavy-weight American V-twin performance position into three powerful words, Modern American Muscle.

CRUISER
ADVERTISING
& DESIGN

PERFORMANCE
IS PATRIOTIC.

TOURING

APPAREL &
ACCESSORIES

BAGGER

APPAREL &
ACCESSORIES

1 / Stage 1 Tri-Oval Exhaust
2 / Passenger Armrests
3 / Driver Backrest & Mount
4 / Skyline Mesh Jacket

1 / Stage I Straights Exhaust
2 / Hammer Vee Drag Bars
3 / Men’s Valor Jacket

APPAREL &
ACCESSORIES

1 / Stage 1 Tri-Oval Exhaust
2 / Ape Hanger Handlebars
3 / Kingston Jacket

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

4

3
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ASK A SALESPERSON WHY VICTORY ® CRUISERS ARE THE BEST PERFORMING MOTORCYCLES ON THE ROAD.

VICTORY HAMMER® S

VICTORY VEGAS®

VICTORY VEGAS 8-BALL®

VICTORY HIGH-BALL®

ASK A SALESPERSON HOW THE CROSS COUNTRY TOUR ® HAS THE MOST STORAGE ROOM IN ITS CLASS.

VICTORY GUNNER®
VICTORY CROSS COUNTRY TOUR®

To see the full line-up visit victorymotorcycles.com
Victory® and Victory Motorcycles® are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries Inc. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing and obey the speed limit. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. ©2015 Polaris Industries Inc. The exhaust kits meets the SAE J2825 stationary sound test standard. The kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.

AND THE

LIFE, LIBERTY

PURSUIT

HORSEPOWER

OF
VICTORY

CROSS COUNTRY

®

victorymotorcycles.com

Victory and Victory Motorcycles® are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries Inc. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing and obey the speed limit. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. ©2015 Polaris Industries Inc.

ASK A SALESPERSON WHY VICTORY ® BAGGERS ARE THE BEST PERFORMING MOTORCYCLES ON THE ROAD.

VICTORY CROSS COUNTRY TOUR®

VICTORY VISION®

VICTORY VISION®

To see the full line-up visit victorymotorcycles.com
Victory® and Victory Motorcycles® are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries Inc. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing and obey the speed limit. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. ©2015 Polaris Industries Inc. The exhaust kits meets the SAE J2825 stationary sound test standard. The kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.

VICTORY CROSS COUNTRY 8-BALL®

VICTORY CROSS COUNTRY®

VICTORY MAGNUM®

To see the full line-up visit victorymotorcycles.com
Victory® and Victory Motorcycles® are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries Inc. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing and obey the speed limit. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. ©2015 Polaris Industries Inc. The exhaust kits meets the SAE J2825 stationary sound test standard. The kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.

The new brand was unveiled at the Dealer Show. Please understand that a Dealer Show is the toughest audience for the
motorcycle industry. Since in American capitalism, car, boat, and motorcycle companies cannot sell directly to the consumer,
they must sell to a third-party dealer. These dealers are accustomed to being the king of the castle that has the loudest voice
in a room, and can omnipotently choose whether they are going to push more Hondas, Kawasakis, or Victorys that year. This
event is widely reported by the press and investors. Victory had one major problem, they had no new product to sell, and if
you’ve ever met a dealer, they loathe more of the same. Yet, through strategic branding, compelling creative, and clutterbusting production, Victory and Tattoo Projects managed to steal the show. We ramped up the new Modern American Muscle
story, and finally gave Victory a brand that was worthy of their world-class motorcycles.
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The opening night for
Modern American Muscle.
When Victory informed Tattoo Projects that the dealer show would feature five long format videos at
a venue with three cinema quality movie screens side by side, the agency knew they could bring down
the house. Our in-house creative and production teams are uniquely equipped with the storytelling,
sales understanding, and editing ability to develop brand videos that communicated the brand story:
from a 10,000 foot view down to the minutiae of accessories and sales incentives.

RED TAG:
Think about watching any football game on TV; remember those car dealer ads
filled with excessive exclamation points and exclusive pricing for Memorial day,
Veterans day, and Sunday, Sunday, Sunday!!!!!! Yeah, Tattoo Projects doesn’t do
that. Instead, the agency created the Red Tag Rush promotion. An aggressive
program that flexed Modern American Muscle to a retail promotion to create
urgency without being tacky or offensive. This video anchored a fully integrated
promotion extending to TV, print, radio, online, and social! In classic dealer form,
this video received a standing ovation.

MAGNUM VIDEO THE PERFORMANCE LIFESTYLE:
The Magnum represented the only news Victory could promote, and it wasn’t
genuine product news. Just a new paint job, a larger front wheel, and some extra
watts for the speakers. So instead of trying to sell a new shade of lipstick for an 800
pound pig, the agency sold how the Modern American Muscle lifestyle, specifically
what it looks and at night. When the sun goes down, performance refuses to go
to bed.

ACCESSORIES VIDEO:
When Tattoo Projects learned that motorcycle accessories represent the largest
profit margin per sale in Victory’s lineup, they recommended creating a hero
video for this too often ignored division. Not only did the “Engineered From the
Road Up” video shine a spotlight on Victory’s accessories, but the CEO of Polaris
demanded that Indian Motorcycles follow Tattoo’s playbook for accessories. It was
one of those imitation is the best form of flattery moments.

THE BRAND ANTHEM:
Tattoo’s in-house production and creative teams concepted, filmed, and edited a
brand anthem that would sell the overarching Modern American Muscle brand.
The video has no voice over, no supers, just an aggressive piece of modern rock
and the visceral feeling of what it’s like to ride fast, ride hard, and perform on the
road. If you’ve ever been to a dealer show, and seen the videos of product feature
after promotional price after product feature, this video is the opposite of that.

MODEL YEAR LINEUP:

V ID EO S:
E VE NT & D IG ITA L

SCAN TO VIEW
DIGITAL AD

Even for a motorcycle company, fitting an entire year’s worth of products - bikes,
specs, accessories, and apparel – into one overarching video without droning on
is a difficult task. Multiply that challenge by the trend that model year lineups are
the most viral video a motorcycle company releases every year. Anyone that rides
a Victory is guaranteed to watch. If they care about Facebook, they’ll post it. And
if they have an opinion, they’ll share it — IN ALL CAPS. Tattoo Projects’ approach
was to respect the audience’s motorcycle I.Q. Give them the facts, only talk about
what’s important, and stay on the throttle. To paraphrase a Polaris Marketing
Manager, “Tattoo’s video was half as long as the other departments’ videos, and
received twice the applause. Thanks for resetting the benchmark.”
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MODEL
YEAR

PRODUCT
CATALOG
PUBLISHING 100,000
COPIES OF MODERN
AMERICAN MUSCLE.
At a dealer show, videos and motorcycle displays get the main stage.
But when the bright lights fade and the show ends, the product catalog
gets to be in the briefcase, on the coffee tables, and the nightstand.
Ironically, product catalogs must be about more than product; it’s an
opportunity to tell the brand story — from the definition of Modern
American Muscle to Victory’s participation at the most demanding
motorcycle races and challenges around the planet. Tattoo Projects
approached the product catalog as if they were creating a magazine
feature about Victory. It was the who’s who and the who’s fastest of
the motorcycle industry. Interview the main characters. Photograph
the product in its natural performance habitat. Develop a distinct
voice. And only publish what is worth reading. When all is said and
done, it’s no longer a catalog; it’s a blood pumping brand story that
dealers, sales associates, and consumers learn by heart.

PR ODUCT
C ATA LO G
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The Victor y Edge Program

D EA LER
TANK CLI NG
B OO K LET

DYNAMICALLY TRAINING SEASONAL STAFF ABOUT THE NEW BRAND.
26

At multi-line dealerships, most motorcycles employees

The depth, breadth, and supplemental training of this ranged

are seasonal. Best-case scenario, they work year-round.

from explaining every bike and hero accessory to educating

But with so many different models, products, and

salespeople on Victory’s engineering and pricing advantages

features to remember, they often push consumers toward

to Harley. It was excruciatingly detailed, exhaustively

whichever brand has the best “kick back” of the month.

executed, and tremendously successful — all 357 pages.

This is not a problem Victory and Tattoo Projects accepted

It wasn’t a glamorous job, nowhere near portfolio quality

as status quo. So Tattoo Projects moved a mountain

work, but it is evidence of Tattoo’s willingness to roll up

that Victory only ever dared talk about. We created a

their sleeves and execute what other marketing partners are

comprehensive manual for the salespeople. Brand stories,

neither able, nor willing to do. Because advertising’s job is to

performance stories, simplified sales sheets, and spec

move product and all the awareness and funnel filling won’t

sheets to highlight primary messaging along with how to

lift sales unless there are no leaks at the dealer level. This

communicate information on the brand. For the visual

detailed playbook was more than a roadmap-sales-manual, it

learners, this information was augmented with sales

was a comprehensive atlas to success.

videos available on YouTube.

DE A L E R
PR O DU C T
H A N DB O O K
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MODERN
AMERICAN
MUSCLE

FLEXES ITS
BRAIN.
No matter how powerful the brand message, Victory Motorcycles still didn’t have the budget to
compete on traditional media with Harley, so we created content that performance riders would
seek out. Youtube videos and social media content organized through a marketing hub and spoke
engagement model. Meaning the more content we produce at a high level, the more content
fans share, and the more engagement they fuel back into the system. Their friends and and family
become our impressions, so long as we are making compelling content. Where we previously spent
money on national TV media buys, now we put our money where our motorcycles performed: The
National Hot Rod Association, The Isle of Man, Stunt Teams, and Endurance Racing. Tattoo Projects
and Victory motorcycles worked hand in glove to build excitement up to the event, create content
from the event, then turn that content into more impressions that traditional media could ever buy.

“When you look at our Isle of Man efforts, at our NHRA efforts, then at
our Project 156 efforts, I think you’re seeing where Victory is going as
a performance motorcycle brand, and how it’s starting to break away
from what it used to be.”
-Steve Menetto, Cycle News
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PROVING PERFORMANCE WITH THE VICTORY STUNT TEAM.

ENDURANCE RACING AND THE ISLE OF MAN.

Appealing to our target audience’s appetite for
excitement and to further promote the high
performance capabilities of the bikes, Victory
developed their stunt team. Stunt riders Tony
Carbajal and Joe Dryden were deployed and
featured at Victory dealer and demo events
across the country. Ice racing, drifting, and onlot stunt shows throughout the course of the
year provided tons of video and digital content to
reinforce Victory’s performance capabilities.

Since Victory’s touring bikes are lauded as some
of the most comfortable and dependable bikes
for ironbutt rides, the next marketing tactic was
to call out these superlatives in a big way. Victory
enlisted Urs Pedraita, better known as “Grisu
Grizzly” to set an endurance riding world record
on a Victory Cross Country. Having already set
two motorcycling endurance world records,
Grizzly began his training in 2015 to set the record
for the world’s fastest trip by motorcycle around
the world. This brand ambassador made his way
all over the world for branded rides throughout
2015. Men’s Journal covered Grizzly’s adventures
in depth, and videos chronicling his rides lead to
lifts in social media engagement. To round out
the roster of performance-based marketing
tactics, Victory Racing made its powerful closed
circuit racing debut at the legendary Isle of Man
TT, one of the world’s most prestigious race
events. Racers average well over 100 mph on hilly,
twisting public roads through villages and around
high-speed corners lined by stone walls.

This video content was uploaded to YouTube
and Vimeo, and immediately found an audience.
Drift videos racked up 254k + and 100k + views
-- and that was just two of the videos! Along with
developing the strategy, helping Victory secure
the stunt riders, and participating in the creation
of the videos, Tattoo developed consumer
promotional materials and communications to
spread the word about the Victory Stunt Team,
across the U.S.

VICTORY ON
6 CONTINENTS

Victory’s Lee Johnston finished third and Guy
Martin took fourth on a pair of Victory Racing
prototype electric bikes in the SES TT Zero race.
Right after that, Victory Racing partnered with
Roland Sands and headed for the hills, to prove
performance on the highest elevation racecourse
in motorsports—Pikes Peak Hill Climb. Victory
Racing showed up on a prototype bike -- Project
156 (named for the number of turns on the
mountain road – and qualified fourth overall out
of 60 entries. Social media surged around the
subsequent crash of Project 156 on the course
(no one was injured), hitting 25k views for the
POV cam alone. Tattoo worked closely with the
Victory marketing team on the development
and planning of this performance strategy.
From strategic concept inception to naming and
logo development, to consumer and business
communications of all levels, Tattoo projects
works diligently to make each of these endeavors a
success in proving Victory to be the performance
brand of heavyweight V-Twins.
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HEATING UP

WINTER SALES.

For most of the country, riding is a seasonal activity. Motorcycle companies have long given in
and forfeited sales to the cold winter months. Well, that’s just not our style. We may not be able to
change the weather, but we can change riders’ habits.
Instead of laying back and hoping for an early spring, we found a way to give performance
enthusiasts a moment of excitement amidst the boring winter months. We created a new holiday
called National Burnout Day to resonate with riders feeling controlled by the season. This holiday
urged riders everywhere to perform a burnout at the same time, regardless of the current weather
conditions. We promoted National Burnout Day with a social media campaign led by a digital
video we wrote and produced. Without a single word, the spot inspired riders everywhere to defy
Mother Nature. The video received more than 130,000 views and shares on Facebook. Victory
riders, accessory companies, stunt men, motorcycle publications, and even competing motorcycle
2015 boasted the best winter sales in Victory history.
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companies all submitted their own winter burnout videos. Most importantly, January and February

ACCESSORIES & APPAREL

FINANCING AS LOW AS
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GOT CABIN FEVER?

MAKE THE MOST OF WINTER BY GETTING YOUR
BIKE READY FOR RIDING SEASON.

VICTORY PROTECTION
*Offer subject to credit approval. Offer may not be combined with certain other offers, is subject to change and may
be extended or terminated without further notice. Offer valid on new 2012 through 2015 Victory models. Terms up to
72 months available for purchases based on credit approval criteria. Fixed APR of 3.99% or 5.99% will apply. An
example of monthly payments required on a 36-month term at 3.99% is $29.08 per $1,000 financed. An example
of monthly payments required on a 72-month term at 5.99% APR is $16.57 per $1,000 financed. See participating
retailers for complete details and conditions. Offer ends February 28, 2015.
**The 2 Year ESC is available on new 2012 through 2015 Victory models. Offer is valid only in the U.S. and Canada
and does not apply to prior purchases. Two year ESC coverage consists of 12 months’ factory warranty, plus 12
months Victory Protection for a total term of 24 months. In Florida this is given as a free of charge Limited Warranty.
Subject to $50 deductible, no mileage limitation. See dealer for details. Offer must be redeemed by February 28,
2015. Rebates vary by model and model year. Must purchase a 2012 through 2015 Victory model between January 1
and February 28, 2015. Victory or Polaris® dealership employees are not eligible for this offer. Victory® and Victory
Motorcycles® are registered trademarks of Polaris Industries Inc. Always wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective
clothing and obey the speed limit. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. ©2015 Polaris Industries Inc.
***Dealer Redemption Instructions: Dealer must complete the following to redeem this coupon for credit on
your Victory parts account. Send this coupon attached to the original sales slip with part numbers and products
purchased to Polaris Industries, PGA Victory Rebates-PUR-VR, 2100 Hwy 55, Medina, MN 55340. Note that incomplete
redemptions and photocopied coupons will not be credited. To qualify, the mailing envelope must be postmarked
within 14 days of the end date of the event, 03/14/15. Non-transferable. Cannot be redeemed for cash. Cannot be
used with any other bike accessory, apparel or personal accessory offers. Offer good for $250 off purchase of $1000
or more Victory Accessories & Apparel or $500 off purchase of $1500 or more Victory Accessories & Apparel. Not valid
on non-Victory accessories or purchases from the Victory Motorcycle online store. Must purchase between January 1,
2015 – February 28, 2015. Offer not good on prior purchases. Coupon expires February 28, 2015.
+Tri-Oval Stage 1 Exhaust is designed for closed course competition use only. On road use of this product may violate Federal law.

VICTORYMOTORCYCLES.COM

TELEVISION: NATIONAL BURNOUT DAY
Scan to view
commercial
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FOR A CHALLENGER BRAND
THERE IS NO FINISH LINE,
NO DESTINATION, JUST THE

HORIZON AND THE RIDE.
Annual sales growth of 67%. Quarterly sales growth of 55%. Record setting winter sales.
PG&A sales exceeding 21%. These are numbers that most companies pause to enjoy.
Tattoo Projects and Victory Motorcycles are not most companies. These were just the
new standard, the new benchmark, the track record — that was made to be broken.

